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	The concepts and ideas of elementary particle physics

	are abstract, and they are typically expressed in the

	language of mathematics. However, the goal of elementary

	particle physics is very simple, and all the efforts

	of elementary particle physicists are directed

	toward that simple goal: to identify the basic building

	blocks of matter and to understand how they interact

	to produce the material world we observe.





	This encyclopedia contains articles intended for

	a broad audience of general readers and is designed

	to edify and give readers an appreciation for one of

	the most active and productive areas of physics

	throughout the twentieth century and to the present

	time. On the one hand, most of the articles have

	been written in ordinary language and provide a

	solid base in particle physics concepts and history for

	those who are new to the field. On the other hand,

	some topics in particle physics are difficult to express

	in everyday words, and in the articles on such topics,

	symbols appear and even an occasional equation.

	Even these articles, however, are written so that the

	reader with little physics background can capture a

	general sense of the topic covered.
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Political Theology: A Critical IntroductionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2018

	God is dead, but his presence lives on in politics. This is the problem of political theology: the way that theological ideas find their way into secular political institutions, particularly the sovereign state.

	

	In this intellectual tour-de-force, leading political theorist Saul Newman shows how political theology arose...
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Mathematical Models in Contact Mechanics (London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series)Cambridge University Press, 2012

	This text provides a complete introduction to the theory of variational inequalities with emphasis on contact mechanics. It covers existence, uniqueness and convergence results for variational inequalities, including the modelling and variational analysis of specific frictional contact problems with elastic, viscoelastic and viscoplastic...
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Trading Day by Day: Winning the Zero Sum Game of Futures TradingCalifornia Technical, 2003

	Trading Day by Day is overflowing with the fundamental truths and reliable trading rules every trader needs to be competitive in any market, at any time. The three natural laws of trading, an intelligent approach and method, a sound mathematical system, the spike rule, the mistake rule, divergences, relative strength, the truth about options,...
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Microsoft® Exchange Server 2007 Administrator's CompanionMicrosoft Press, 2007
Get your mission-critical messaging and collaboration systemsup and running with the essential guide to deploying and managing ExchangeServer 2007. This comprehensive administrator's reference covers the fullrange of server and client deployments, unified communications, messagingsecurity, performance optimization, troubleshooting, and disaster...
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A Programmer's Guide to C# 5.0Apress, 2012

	A Programmer’s Guide to C# 5.0 is a book for software developers who want to truly understand C#. Whether you’ve worked with C# before or with another general-purpose programming language, each fast-paced, focused chapter will take you straight to the heart of a feature of C# and show you why it works the way it does....
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Java Programming with Oracle SQLJO'Reilly, 2001
If you're a Java programmer working in an Oracle environment, you're probably  familiar with JDBC as a means of accessing data within an Oracle database. SQLJ  takes you further, allowing you to access a database using embedded SQL  statements. Java Programming with Oracle SQLJ shows you how to get the  most out of SQLJ. 
...
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